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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. UPSCALE HOME - BEDROOM - MORNING

This place is nice.  The drapes, the linen, everything
topnotch.  This is what a home should look like.  LANCE STRONG
is smiling in his sleep.  Lance is 30, but looks much younger. 
Success and "true" happiness does that to a person.          

MUSIC CUE: SOMETHING SENSUAL  

The NAUGHTY MAID enters.  Dressed in a Halloween inspired
"uniform" and six inch heels.  If sexy were a crime, she'd
be under the jail.   

She opens the drapes, sunlight fills the room.  

WOMEN'S VOICE  (O.S.)
Babe...are you up? 

Lance smiles, obviously awake.   

WOMEN'S VOICE (CONT'D)
I know you hear me.  I need for you
to get...UP.  

CHERYL STRONG reaches over and caresses Lance beneath the
covers.  We're not sure what she's doing but he seems to
like it.  Cheryl 27, is gorgeous and her body is amazing. 
Two words trophy-wife.     

Lance opens his eyes -- the maid is watching them.    

MAID 
(exotic accent)

Would you like for me to come over
and fluff you UP sir?    

Lance nods in agreement.  

The maid leans over, fluffs his pillow.  Her cleavage now
inches from his face.  He really likes this.    

CHERYL 
(hand beneath cover)

Ooooh now we have your...attention.  

Lance smiles, stares into Cheryl's eyes lustfully.  He pulls
the maid closer.  They all kiss.  

Lance looks out the window, his NEIGHBORS are enjoying the
show.  They do this every morning. 
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2.

Cheryl peels back the covers-- 

CUT TO:

INT. STRONG HOME - BEDROOM - MORNING

This is the Strong family home.  A nineteenth century
craftsman that's long lost its charm.  This place screams
mediocrity.  

The real Lance Strong is fast asleep.  He doesn't look as
young and vibrant as before.  In fact, he looks like shit.
But he's still smiling.   

Cheryl peels the covers back.  She looks the same.   

CHERYL
Lance.  Get up, get up, get up! 
Today is promotion day and WE could
definitely use a raise.         

Lance's smile fades, as does his boner.  He opens his eyes. 
A single tear rolls down his cheek.  

A baby cries in the distance:  END OF COLD OPENING.    

FADE OUT:

INT. STRONG HOME - BATHROOM - MORNING

Lance's morning routine is an out of body experience.  He
could do this blind folded.     

LANCE  (V.O.)
(shaving in mirror)

Everyone says your high school years
are the best of your life.  But who
wants to believe that.  That's like
saying you and your friends, may as
well go out and whip up a batch of
that Jim Jones grape drink after
graduation and call it a day.  'Cause
it's all down hill from there.  Why
didn't I drink the grape drink?    

CUT TO:

BEDROOM - MORNING

Now dressed in white scrubs, Lance sits on the bed, dazed. 
He puts on an orthopedic shoe--    
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3.

LANCE  (V.O.)
I remember graduation day, the summer
that followed.  That summer was
supposed to be like a prerequisite. 
A notch on my belt of life.  My future
was right there for the taking.  All
I had to do was make it through the
summer without--  

In walks JOSEPH STRONG 12, "Joe-Joe" for short.  This is
Lance's oldest son.  The whiz kid.  He's only in the 6th
grade but thinks he knows everything.   

LANCE  (CONT'D)
(re: seeing his son)

Fucking up.  

JOSEPH 
What you say daddy?

LANCE 
Just thinking out loud Joe-Joe. 

CHERYL  (O.S.)
(shouts)

Come and eat!

LANCE
(hand in pocket)

How much?  

JOSEPH
Five dollars.  

LANCE
What for? 

JOSEPH 
'Cause you offered.  I came in here
to get my report card.  

LANCE 
(puts money away)

Haven't seen it.  Look over there.  

Joseph searches the nightstand.  Pushes a couple of delinquent
bills aside.  Picks one up, examines it.       

JOSEPH 
You guys should really consider
knuckling down on your finances.  

LANCE 
Finances?  I wasn't aware we had
any.    
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JOSEPH 
Suze Orman says financial independence
is a mind set.  You can't keep over
extending yourself and expect to get
ahead.     

LANCE 
Trust me.  I haven't over extended
myself or got any head in a while. 
Who is this Suez Orman?   

JOSEPH
Best selling author, slash financial
wizard.  The host of my favorite
show on CNBC.  You should watch it.  

LANCE 
A tv show?  Please, she doesn't know
anything about real finances.  She
advises people who can actually afford
to be advised.  If "The Octomon"
says it, I'll take it into
consideration.  Hell, she knows how
to make cheese out of breast milk.       

JOSEPH
(finds card)

Got it.  
(examines it)

Mom already signed it.  

LANCE 
Good.  What you get?  

JOSEPH
Really dad?  Do you even have to
ask?  This is me, Joe-Joe.  

Joseph brushes his shoulder off, and exits the room.  

JOSEPH (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Straight A's baby!!!  If it ain't an
A.  It ain't Joe-Joe's.   

Lance smiles, his stomach growls.  

LANCE 
A breast milk grilled cheese sounds
good right about now. 

CUT TO:
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5.

INT. STRONG HOME - KITCHEN - MORNING

Laughter greets Lance at the door.  His father JAMES is seated
with the family.  James 70, sports a thick white beard. 
He's not quite old enough to be senile but he uses his age
as an excuse to do and say whatever he wants.      

JAMES 
Well good morning son.  You're just
in time.  Somebody just made a stinky.  

CHERYL 
(singing)

Uh oh.  Someone made a doodie.  

Cheryl pulls JEREMIAH 1, out of his highchair.  He's covered
in syrup and jam, although he ate oatmeal.   

CHERYL  (CONT'D)
Dad are you sure?  I don't smell any
thing. 

JAMES 
That's because you're checking the
wrong diaper.  

James erupts in laughter.  JOEL 9, the invisible middle child
joins him.  

Joseph looks up from his book long enough to disapprove.      

LANCE 
(re: James)

Get lost again on your morning walk?  

JAMES 
Changing old people's diapers is
beneath you all of a sudden?  Or is
it you just can't change mine son?   

CHERYL
Leave him alone dad.  You know today
is a big day for him.  Somebody's
getting promoted to head orderly.

JAMES 
Head orderly?  Oh I didn't know. 
Who would have 'thunk it my boy. 
The head orderly.  

(pulls out cell phone)
Joe-Joe take a picture.  I want to
document this momentous occasion.     

Lance gives Joseph a five dollar bill.  
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JOSEPH 
Thanks dad!    

JOEL 
Hey.  What's that for?  

JAMES 
Bribery ain't 'gonna work.  Kids
still 'gonna say his daddy went to
Everest College. 

(mocks commercial)
Get up off the couch.  I'm talking
to you.  You not doing nothing with
your life...  

LANCE
(re: Joel)

Your brother made all A's.  Where's
your report card?  

CHERYL
They haven't gotten them yet. 

JOEL 
That's not fair.  

LANCE 
Life's not fare.  Eat up, the bus is
coming.   

JAMES 
He's right.  Life isn't fare.  Your
dad use to make all A's.  His mother
thought he was going to be a rocket
scientist or something.  Wanted to
send him to NASA camp.  What a waste
of money that would have been.  Only
moon rocks he's seen was in a pair
of depends.  

Jeremiah mumbles something that sounds like moon rocks.  

JOEL
Jeremiah spoke.  He said moon rocks.  

The baby mumbles it again.  

CHERYL
Alright that was the first and last
time anyone says moon rocks at the
table.  

(re: Lance)
Your plate is in the microwave honey.  
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LANCE
(eyes on James)

Lost my appetite.  

Lance walks back to the room.  Cheryl stares at James.  

JAMES 
What?  I was complimenting him.  I
said he USE to be smart.  Not like I
called him a failure or nothing.       

CHERYL
Boys clear the table.  The bus will
be here in a minute.       

Cheryl picks up Jeremiah, follows Lance.  

James nudges Joel.  He mouths the words "moon rocks" and
makes a face as if he's taking a dump.  

Joel doesn't laugh at first, still mad.  But the face is
kind of funny.  He laughs.  

CUT TO:

BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Cheryl enters.  Lance is looking out the window.  She
approaches, stands behind him.  

CHERYL
Thinking about running away again?  

LANCE
In these shoes?  

CHERYL
I didn't say you were going to do
it.  I asked if you were thinking
about it.  The thought of being
single, no kids...  

LANCE 
(interrupts)

No wife.  No responsibilities. 
Sleeping with a different woman every
night.  

CHERYL
Whoa!  

LANCE
Went too far didn't I? 
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8.

CHERYL
Too damn far.  

Lance turns.  They both laugh.  Jeremiah laughs too.  

CHERYL (CONT'D)
You okay?

LANCE
Don't have much of a choice do I. 

CHERYL 
Sure don't.  You're on diaper duty. 
That oatmeal is running straight
through him.  I know you smell it.     

Lance looks at the baby.  He offers up a contorted, "doodie"
face smile.  The kind only a father could love.  

Cheryl exits.  Lance yells after her. 

LANCE 
Hey babe can you make me a grilled
cheese?  

(to baby)
If I'm 'gonna be wiping hips all
day, I may as well start with yours.  

(smell hits him)
Damn.  What's that peaches and cream?

CUT TO:

EXT. STRONG HOME - DRIVEWAY - MORNING

Lance, Cheryl and James wave goodbye to the bus.  

Jeremiah gets fussy.  James attempts to calm him, doesn't
work.  James says the hell with it.  

JAMES 
(walking away)

I don't get it.  This close to having
freedom again and she pops out another
one.  Who the hell does that?  

James passes a school BOY on the sidewalk.  Lance spots him.  

The boy's eating a bag of hot fries, drinking a Coke.  Clearly
in no rush.  Why?  He has his whole life ahead of him.  

LANCE  (V.O.)
(eyes on boy)

Cheryl and I weren't an item in
school.  I met her that summer.  

(MORE)
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LANCE  (V.O.) (CONT'D)
She was young, pretty.  And had a
perfect heart shaped ass.  I don't
know how we started dating or if we
ever did?  Just remember having lots
and lots of sex while her mother was
at work.  We use to do it for 8 hours
straight.  True story.  Having sex
was like our full time job.  And
then-- 

Cheryl gives Lance the baby.  

LANCE  (V.O.) (CONT'D)
WE got pregnant.  

Lance is staring directly at Cheryl but isn't listening. 
This is a skill that every husband/father must perfect.    

CHERYL 
(rapid fire)

Did you make sure to put another
outfit in his bag?  Pretty sure he
needs a change.  He has enough
diapers.  The boy's are getting off
at dad's today.  Make sure you stop
by the store on your way home and
pick up that cake for Joel.  He always
gets so disappointed about grades. 
The shrink said we should make him
feel special.  You know without making
him feel "special".  

Lance notices her lips stopped moving.    

LANCE
Call me if you need anything else.    

He straps the baby into the car seat.  Hops in the car.  

Cheryl leans down, kisses him on the cheek.  

CHERYL 
Good luck.  

LANCE 
Huh?

CHERYL 
The promotion?  I know you don't
need it.  The luck, that is.  Because
we sure as hell need the promotion.    

Cheryl catches herself, too late.  
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LANCE 
(musters a fake grin)

Yeah.  When have we ever not needed
more?  More, more, more like the Sex
and City commercial.  How do you
like it?  How do you like it?  

Cheryl strokes his face, blows Jeremiah a kiss.  

CHERYL
Mommy 'wub you...uh oh.    

Jeremiah balls up his face.  Yup he's using it.   

LANCE 
What oh uh?  We're strapped in.  All
systems go.  There is no uh oh. 

CHERYL 
He's definitely pooping.  Something
about that darn peaches and cream. 
Gets him every time.  

LANCE 
Then why give it to him?  There are
like 5 other flavors in the box.  

CHERYL
Four but half of the box is always
peaches and cream.  You do the math.     

Lance puts the car in gear.

ANGLE ON : FINGERS

Lance's finger nails are filthy.  

He takes a whiff.  It's pooh.  Grade A baby doodie.   

He looks in the rear-view, Jeremiah smiles.  Lance balls up
his face.  

DISSOLVE TO:

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. HOME - RESIDENT'S ROOM - DAY

CU of an old man's expressionless face.  ERNIE 90, a naked
mass of a man is sitting in a luke warm bath.  

His face contorts, air bubbles break the water's surface.   

Lance drops the sponge in his hand, stands.  

LANCE 
Seriously Ernie?  You could have
blinked or something.  Farting while
someone's bathing you wasn't cool
back in olden times.  Not cool now.  

Ernie's deadpan expression doesn't change.  Lance emerges
his hands in the water, searches for the sponge.  

LANCE (CONT'D)
You do that again and this bath is
over.   

Lance finds something.  The sponge floats to the surface. 
But what's in his hand?  PLOP a piece of turd floats to the
surface.   

Lance dry heaves.  Ernie smiles.  

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOME - ORDERLY STATION - DAY

The home is a full care facility.  Some residents bed ridden,
some not.  Residents who're able, come and go as they please.    

The orderly station is located in the lobby overlooking the
front doors.  

Lance is seated at the station lost in a daze.  He's staring
at the building across the street.    

STEVE  (O.S.)
Mr. Strong, surely there's something
you could be doing.  This is an
assisted living facility.  Assist
someone.     

STEVE DURHAM 30, a clipboard wielding piss ant approaches. 
He's the supervisor from hell.  The guy no one liked in high
school, who never got over not being liked.   
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LANCE  (V.O.)
(day dreaming)

If someone would have told me I'd be
working as an orderly at 30.  I would
have found something really really
high to jump off, and jumped.  This...
the highlight of my day. Sitting
across from the junior college I
attended for a semester. Playing
make believe. Oh what if?  What if? 
I'd kicked Mr. Roger's ass if he was
a resident here.  Kick his old pasty
ass. Take his sweater, put his shoes
on and kick him in the freaking ass.    

Steve SLAMS his clipboard on the workstation.  

LANCE (CONT'D)
(startled)

Steve. 

STEVE 
Orderly. 

Lance anticipates some sort of follow up, there isn't one.  

LANCE
Already bathed and turned down my
beds.  And Dotson's too.  

STEVE
(looks at clock)

So he's not here. 

LANCE 
No he's here.  I just get a thrill
out of tickling Ernie's old prickly
balls.  And having him drop a deuce
in the process. 

STEVE
Shut it up.  I drop the deuces.  Me. 
I'm the big deuce dropper.      

LANCE 
That made no sense at all. 

STEVE 
Test me.  I'll do it. 

LANCE 
You'll do what? 

STEVE 
I'll drop deuces all over you. 
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LANCE
Are you even hearing yourself right
now? 

STEVE
Are you hearing me right now? 

LANCE 
Okay Steve.  You got it. 

STEVE 
Damn right I got it and I don't need
your permission to have it either. 
I brought it here with me.  Taking
it home and bringing it back tomorrow.  

Defeated Lance hangs his head.  

In walks DOTSON 29, devilishly charming.  Tall, dark hair
with the little superman curl.  His motto, wing it.    

The RESIDENTS call out to him as he enters.  They love him.  

An OLD WOMAN knitting in the corner blows him a kiss.  He
catches it, puts it in his pants.   

Steve's whole expression changes upon seeing him.     

STEVE  (CONT'D)
(hip)

What up big D?  Where they do that
at?    

DOTSON 
You been watching BET again haven't
you?    

STEVE
I bought T.I.'s knew album too. 
What the business is?   

Steve greets Dotson with an awkward handshake.  Followed by
a finger snap, and an explosion.  

DOTSON 
No.

STEVE
What?

Steve explodes again. 
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DOTSON 
You officially have one cool point
left and that's grading on a nursing
home curve.  The explosion, not cool. 
Only people who weren't cool thought
that was cool.  And you're being
even uncooler by doing it after they
stopped doing it.  

STEVE 
Done.  I just dropped a deuce on it.  

DOTSON 
You what?  Where do you get this
stuff?  

STEVE 
I have no idea.  

Dotson sits beside Lance.  Puts his feet up, in Lance's face.     

DOTSON 
(re: Lance)

Lance.  How's the wife, the kids? 
The wife?  

Lance opens his eyes.  A NIKE sole obscures his view.    

LANCE
The word is thank you.  

DOTSON
Don't know what I did but you're
more than welcome.  What did Cheryl
make for breakfast?  Pancakes?  No
what's today.  Tuesday is waffles.  

LANCE
(sits up)

I covered your beds.  

DOTSON
You bathed them too right?  

LANCE 
Yes, I bathed all 6 of YOUR residents. 

DOTSON 
Good.   

LANCE 
You hear that Steve?  He was late on
purpose.  Drop a deuce on him.   

Lance turns, Steve is gone.  He does that sometimes.  
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LANCE (CONT'D)
(re: Steve leaving)

And he's in charge? 

DOTSON 
What are friends for?  You know one
hand washes the other.  

LANCE 
That's the problem.  My hands did
all the washing.  

Dotson reaches in his pocket, pulls out a pack of Starburst. 
He gives Lance one.  

DOTSON 
There you go.  Call it even.  No
wait that's a strawberry. 

(takes it back)
That's the best one. 

(gives him another)
Orange you happy I'm your friend.    

Dotson smiles, catches a whiff of something.  

DOTSON  (CONT'D)
What the hell is that.  Smells like
baby ducks and fermented peaches.  

Lance jams his finger under his nose.  Dotson nearly falls
out of his chair.  

LANCE 
Been washing my hands all morning. 
It won't come off.  

DOTSON
Ernie.  That sick bastard.  Gets off
on taking craps in the tub.  Left
him on the toilet half the day once. 
Not even a turtle head.  Put him in
that water, done deal. 

LANCE 
Thanks for telling me. 

DOTSON 
You should have worn gloves.  I wear
gloves whenever I wash the men.  

Lance mulls this over, doesn't want to know.  

LANCE
That's my cue to get up and walk
away.   
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DOTSON 
What?  Why wouldn't I wear gloves
when I'm washing a man.  That's pretty
damn gay if I do say so myself.  

Lance stands, walks away.  

DOTSON (CONT'D)
(shouts after him)

Steve say anything about that
promotion?  If I don't get it I'm
not coming in for the rest of the
week.  Next week either.  

DISSOLVE:

INT. JOEL'S CLASSROOM - DAY

Joel's eyes are fixated on a stack of report cards on the
teacher's desk.  He looks up at the clock, back at the desk. 
The lunch bell RINGS.  

The KIDS file in line.  Joel hangs back.  

The TEACHER turns the lights off.  They march into the hall. 
The last STUDENT in line closes the door behind them.  

CUT TO:

HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Joel isn't in line.  The class disappears up the hallway.    

CUT TO:

JOEL'S CLASSROOM - CONTINUOUS 

Joel searches the stack, finds his card, opens it.  He didn't
do well at all.  

He opens another card, all A's.  He switches the cards, puts
them back in the stack.  

In walks his teacher, catches him in the act.  Joel hangs
his head in shame.  

CUT TO:

INT. HOME - WORKSTATION - DAY

Joel isn't the only one anticipating lunch.  Lance watches
the clock, it changes, he stands. 

Finally, freedom, he takes a step outside the door--  
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DOTSON  (O.S.)
Yo Lance, telephone.  

Lance hangs his head, walks back. 

LANCE
Cheryl?

DOTSON 
If it were Cheryl I'd be talking to
her.  Her sexy self.  Still has that
heart shaped ass from high school.   

Lance snatches the phone away.    

DOTSON  (CONT'D)
You do tell her I ask about her,
when I ask about her right?  

CUT TO:

INT. DAY CARE - DAY 

It's not a "real" facility.  Just someone's home.  MS. ANN
65, is the kind little lady who enjoys children so much,
she'll let you pay her when you can.   

INTERCUT: 

MS. ANN 
Hello. 

LANCE 
Hello. 

MS. ANN
Hello.  Hello.  Hello. 

LANCE 
Ms. Ann?  Is Jeremiah okay?  

MS. ANN
There you are.  Why didn't you say
nothing?  I said hello 10 times.  

LANCE 
I only heard three.  The other seven
times must have been in your head. 
Is my son okay? 

MS. ANN
Oh he's fine.  Trying to walk.  Just
as cute as he can be with that one
bowleg.  So glad he stopped crawling
in a circle.   
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LANCE 
If he's fine why...

MS. ANN
Listen I give him oatmeal this
morning.  

LANCE 
Peaches and cream? 

MS. ANN
How you know that?  I was eating it
when you 'brung him.  Tore his stomach
right up.  He messed over all his
clothes and mine too.  If we ate any
more, we'd both be in here naked.  

LANCE 
You'd both be naked? 

Dotson hears this. 

DOTSON
That's what I'm talking about a
"nooner".  Nothing better than hot
sweaty sex, and then you go back to
work like nothing happened.  That's
the fun part.  

LANCE
(shushes Dotson)

He should have a change of clothes
in his bag. 

MS. ANN
You're right he should.  But you
'brung him without one.  I sho' hate
when you bring him.  Always forget
something.  Cheryl never forgets.  

LANCE
Cheryl will bring him tomorrow.  Mr.
Potato head will have his whole bucket
of parts.  I guarantee it.  

DOTSON
Wait is Cheryl naked?  

LANCE 
I'm leaving right now. 

INT. DAY CARE - DAY

Joel is playing on the floor.  He's wearing a dress.  
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Ms. Ann hangs the phone up.  She's not wearing anything.  

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOME - ORDERLY STATION - DAY

Several RESIDENTS are doing yoga in the lobby.  There
instructor MILDRED 68, is easy on the eyes.  She has the
rack of a 30 year-old, and a gravity defying ass.    

Dotson is "eye sexing" her from the workstation.  

DOTSON
(mouths)

Nooner.  

He stretches and nods towards the hallway.  She gets the
hint, smiles.  

Dotson stands, turns the corner--  

HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Walks SMACK into Steve.  

STEVE 
"D" what up?  Take your lunch yet?

Mildred saunters past them.  

DOTSON
About to grab something right now.     

STEVE
That's what's up.  Where you headed?

BEAT

DOTSON 
(blurts out)

Lance has been gone over an hour. 
I've been covering for him, but I
can't keep pulling his weight around
here. 

STEVE 
Oh that is definitely not the
business.  When I see him it is on a
poppin'.  You feel me?   

DOTSON
You need to go and handle that, right
now.  

Steve brushes past Dotson, heads to the workstation.  
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STEVE  (O.S.)
I warned him but no he didn't listen. 
This deuce is as good as dropped. 
Believe that.  

Dotson chases after Mildred.  

CUT TO:

INT. PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE - DAY 

Joel is sitting in front of the PRINCIPAL.  Two report cards
are laid out as evidence on his desk.  

PRINCIPAL 
Now I already know what I'm going to
do with you.  Being dishonest will
only make it worse.  You understand?  

Joel nods. 

PRINCIPAL (CONT'D)
Why did you switch the cards son?  

JOEL 
The devil made me do it? 

PRINCIPAL
The devil made you do it. 

JOEL 
That always works for people in the
Bible.  And they get forgiven.    

PRINCIPAL
(tries not to laugh)

Not at all the answer I expected. 
But pretty darn good.  More than
good enough for me, but I still have
to call your mother. 

JOEL 
No.   

PRINCIPAL
Excuse me?  

JOEL 
You can't she's sick.  

PRINCIPAL
What's wrong with her?  

JOEL 
She has the bird swine flu. 
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PRINCIPAL
Which one?  Bird or the swine flu.  

JOEL
She had one, so she caught the other
on purpose.  You know so she could
get it over with like chicken pocks.  

PRINCIPAL
Wow.  That's a first.

JOEL
Yeah.  So you'll have to call my
dad.  

The principal check's his files.   

PRINCIPAL
All we have is the home number.  Do
you know your father's number?  Wait,
this must be it.  Your emergency
contact...Mr. James.  All your
siblings' names start with a "J"
after your dad?   

Joel thinks.  This is even better.   

JOEL 
Yeah.  That's right.  My dad named
us all after him.  Joseph, Jeremiah
and me Joel...after him.  Because
his name is James.   

PRINCIPAL
Alright let's get him on the phone.  

He dials, gets someone.   

PRINCIPAL (CONT'D)
(into phone)

Hi how are you sir?  I'm sitting
here with your son.  There's been a
bit of a situation.   

The principal leans back, listens.  Joel leans in.  

DISSOLVE TO:

END ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. HOME - LOBBY - DAY

Lance is shocked by what he sees.  The place is a mess. 
Everything has gone to hell in his absence.    

A HEAVY-SET WOMAN lying on a workout mat cries out to him. 

HEAVY-WOMAN 
Help.  I've fallen and I can't get
up.  

She's obstructing the view of MALE RESIDENTS trying to watch
television.  And they are pissed.  

RESIDENT 1
(pokes her with cane)

Get 'yo bloated ass out of the way. 
Hey Shamu.  I know you hear me.     

RESIDENT 2
Oh she hears you!  Just plane 'ignant. 

DAVID
What we've got here is a failure to
communicate.  

Resident DAVID KOST 75, speaks only in movie dialogue.  David
stands, steps over the woman, turns the volume up.  

LANCE 
(can't believe it)

David you just 'gonna step over her,
like she's not even there? 

DAVID
(re: Lance)

Frankly, my dear I just don't give a
damn.  

David steps over her again, sits down.  The residents laugh
it up.  High-five one another.  

Lance helps the woman up.   

LANCE 
(turning tv off)

Shouldn't you guys be trying to bribe
your way into heaven with good deeds
or something?  Who knows, tonight
could be the big night.       

Lance turns, walks away.  
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RESIDENT 2
(wearing #85 Jersey)

Chilllld please!  You better kiss
the baby!     

CLICK the television comes right back on.  

Lance turns -- Resident 2 taunts him with the remote.  

LANCE
(re: resident 2)

Give me that.

STEVE  (O.S.)
So what was it top Ramen in the
parking lot?  Or potted meat and
Saltine crackers today?  Budget must
be pretty tight these days.        

Steve enters the lobby.  

LANCE 
(re: Steve)

I didn't have time to grab anything. 

STEVE 
Why on Earth not?  You've been gone
what two hours now?   

LANCE
No.  I punched out at 12:05.  Didn't
leave until 12:10?     

Steve eyes the clock, it's "12:40".  

STEVE 
Loose lips, sink ships.  That's a
write up.  You just admitted to
falsifying your time card?  

LANCE 
You can't be serious.   

Resident 2 mutes the television.  This is getting good.    

STEVE 
Oh, I'm serious.  I'm wearing wrinkle
free Dockers and lab-coat.  Don't I
look it.   

Dotson PLOPS down in a seat at the workstation.  He has that
I just had sex look on his face.    

Steve and Lance turn and look at him.  
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DOTSON 
What?  

Mildred walks past, blows him a kiss.  He ignores her.  

STEVE 
(re: Lance)

A chain is as strong as its weakest
link and that's you.  You are the
weak link, not making us strong.        

LANCE
How am I the weakest link on the
chain?  I was gone 30 minutes and
look at this place.  

RESIDENT 1
(re: Lance)

If you clocked out at 12:05 and came
back at 12:40.  You were technically
off the clock 35 minutes.  Even though
you said you left at 12:10. 

LANCE 
(re: resident 1)

Thank you Rain Man.  

RESIDENT 1
No problem.  

STEVE 
You listen and listen good.  You're
not even skating on thin ice.  The
pond is thawing and the geese are
flying back south.  

LANCE
North. 

STEVE
What?

LANCE 
Geese fly south for the winter.  If
the water is thawing.  They'd be
flying back North.  You said south.  

DOTSON (O.S.)
He's right.  I've been to Florida. 
No geese.  Lots of pigeons though.  

STEVE 
(re: Lance)

Falsifying time sheets.  
(MORE)
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STEVE  (CONT'D)
Insubordinate.  Questioning my
judgment in front of old people. 
You can forget about that promotion.    

LANCE
Only a buck and a quarter raise.           

STEVE 
Only a buck and a quarter?  A buck
and a quarter you'll never see...And
to think they voted you most likely
to succeed.  Can we get a recount.   

DOTSON
(re: Steve)

Ouch!     

The residents are livid.  Steve relishes all the attention.    

STEVE 
Matter of fact I need you to do a
double.   

LANCE
A double?   

STEVE 
And for no particular reason, other
than to exert my complete authority
over you.  Do we have a problem?       

Lance doesn't respond.  Steve looks around, back at Lance.  

STEVE  (CONT'D)
I said do we have a problem here?  

LANCE
No.  Not at all.  

STEVE
Consider it a favor "family man".   

Steve struts off confidently.  

STEVE (CONT'D)
BOOM!  The deuce has officially been
dropped.  

CUT TO:

INT. SCHOOL - PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE - DAY

James sits across from the principal.  The principal is
somewhat puzzled.  Not at all what he'd expected.  
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PRINCIPAL
(eyes file, then up)

Nice to meet you...Mr. James Strong? 

JAMES 
Now I knew my boy wasn't the brightest
crayon in the box.  But a call from
the principal's office at his age. 
That's just shameful.   

PRINCIPAL
Wow!  You're just so verbose.  So
blunt.  Free with yourself.  I really
admire that in a person.  Love how
you just threw that right out there. 
Brightest crayon...genius.          

JAMES 
Why thank you.  See I've never
expected much from the boy.  Now his
mother that's another story.  Grades
meant the world to her.  He never
impressed me, nope.  Now I once saw
a documentary about super monkeys...

PRINCIPAL
Super Monkeys? 

JAMES
They could do sign language.  Taught
them to fly military jets too.  Now
that was impressive.  Think it was
called Project X.  I would trade
that boy in a heartbeat for one of
those monkeys.   

PRINCIPAL
Wow.  Intriguing.  Tell me more about
these super monkeys...    

James leans back in his chair, looks up at ceiling.   

JAMES 
It all started with this monkey named
Virgil.  Fresh from the jungle...

CUT TO:

EXT. SCHOOL - PARKING LOT - DAY 

James and Joel exit the school hand and hand.  Joseph follows
several steps behind.    

The principal waves to James from his office window.    
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JOEL 
You're not going to say anything are
you?  

JAMES 
Would grandpa do that to you?      

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOME - WORKSTATION - NIGHT

The lobby is dark, the residents have been bedded down.  A
disoriented NUDE RESIDENT wheels by, no one even notices.     

Dotson looks at Lance, sighs heavily.  Lance ignores him.  

DOTSON
What was that? 

LANCE 
You sighing heavily.  

DOTSON
I was trying to get you to say
something, so I could say something
but it didn't work.  

Dotson sighs again. 

LANCE 
(acknowledges him)

So you're just 'gonna keep doing it
until I talk to you? 

DOTSON
See it worked.  

Lance looks away.  

DOTSON (CONT'D)
Look.  I feel partially to blame for
Steve coming down on you earlier. 

LANCE
Partially?

DOTSON
Had me and Cheryl stayed together. 
He would have been calling me "family
man".  Your life would be mine.  I'd
be Cheryl's baby daddy.    
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LANCE
(in awe)

Amazing.  The ability you have to
bend and twist reality at will.  

DOTSON
Thank you.

LANCE
What I'd give to see things from
your twisted perspective.   

DOTSON
Trust me you don't want it.  

LANCE 
I was being sarcastic.   

DOTSON
(deep contemplation)

With great powers comes great
responsibilities. 

Lance lightens up, laughs.  

DOTSON (CONT'D)
I know you envy my freedom.  

LANCE 
Did my I heart Dotson's life bumper
sticker give it away?  

DOTSON
(serious)

I don't have to answer to anyone.  I
do what I want, when I want.  I had
sex in the pantry today for Christ
sakes.  I'm like the real life Scar
Face.  The world IS mine.    

LANCE
That it is Dotson.  All yours.     

DOTSON
Steve was wrong for making you look
like a total loser today.    

Lance's smile fades.    

DOTSON (CONT'D)
He's just so caught up on who you
could have been.  But I see you for
who you are.  Hell, your wife has
the same ass from high school.  

(MORE)
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DOTSON (CONT'D)
A perfect granny smith apple.  Doesn't
get much better than that.  

LANCE
She does have an amazing ass.  Pretty
decent mother and wife to boot.      

DOTSON 
Sure.  But let's not lose sight of
what's important here.     

LANCE 
In some weird way that was helpful. 
I actually feel better.  Thanks for
catching this shift with me too...  

DOTSON 
Oh don't mention it.  

LANCE 
No seriously.  

DOTSON 
I had too stay.  I'm the new lead
orderly.  Getting paid time and a
half to sit here and do nothing.

LANCE
You're the new lead?    

DOTSON 
Oh don't worry, this won't change a
thing between us.  I figured since
you do everything when you're here. 
I may as well stay and get this free
money.     

Lance kicks Dotson's feet off the workstation.  He nearly
falls out of his chair.  

DOTSON  (CONT'D)
That's definitely a write up.  

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. STRONG HOME - DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Lance pulls into the driveway.  Turns the car off, sits.  

LANCE (V.O.)
I use to watch the Brady Bunch and
think that's what family life would
be like.  They had a maid.  

(MORE)
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LANCE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Everybody could sing and dance. 
Plus they had the greenest grass I'd
ever seen in my life.  Their problems
were always so trivial.  I usually
solved them before they could.  I
figured I'd get married, have kids. 
Live life thirty minutes at a time.   

INT. STRONG HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Cheryl looks out the window -- sees Lance sitting in the
driveway.  She picks up the phone, dials.     

CAR - CONTINUOUS

Lance's phone RINGS, he doesn't answer.  A beat later it
starts ringing again.  

He reluctantly picks up, doesn't say anything.  

INTERCUT:

CHERYL
Are you sitting in the driveway?  

LANCE
No.  

CHERYL
You had better hurry home then.  I
think Dotson's spying on me again.

No comment. 

CHERYL  (CONT'D)
Okay.  It was a whole lot funnier in
my head...so do you plan on bringing
the cake in any time soon.  Or do
you want me to come and get it?     

EXT. STRONG HOME - DRIVEWAY

Lance backs out of the driveway, disappears into the night.  

CUT TO:

INT. STRONG HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Lance enters, cake in hand.  No sign of Cheryl nor the kids.   
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LANCE
(singing)

Hey, boys gather around so that I
may kiss your mother passionately in
front of you.  So that you all won't
grow up to be homosexuals.       

Giggles flow in from the kitchen.  Lance follows the sounds
into--

KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS 

EVERYONE 
Surprise!!!

Cheryl, the boys, James and Dotson are all cramped into the
small kitchen.  Cheryl and the boys give Lance a group hug.  

JAMES
Make sure he washes his hands before
he cuts that cake.  God knows where
they've been.   

CHERYL
(re: James)

Be nice now.  

Dotson embraces Cheryl lustfully.  Lance and James stare. 

DOTSON 
(still holding her)

Oh, so everyone else is hugging and
I'm supposed to just watch.  What am
I a monster?    

Cheryl pries herself away.  

LANCE
(re: Dotson)

What the hell are you doing here?

DOTSON
I was the decoy.  Kept an eye on you
at work while they set up.  Surprise!

Lance still isn't understanding. 

LANCE 
(re: Cheryl)

I thought we were doing something
for Joel.  You know making him feel
special.  Without making him feel
"special"...  
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JAMES 
(interrupts)

Special?  Let me tell you how special
he is.  I get a phone call today...   

Joel runs over, leaps in James lap, squeezes his neck tight.    

Everyone stares at James, waits for him to finish.  

CHERYL
Call from who? 

JAMES
(covering)

...a call from Publishing Clearing
House.  I may have already won one
million dollars.  

LANCE 
Wow they're still doing that, even
after Ed Mc Mahon's death?     

CHERYL
No, can't be.  

DOTSON 
Wait.  Ed Mc Mahon is dead?    

LANCE 
How could you not know that?   

DOTSON
Not like he was living at the home. 
How the hell would I know?    

Cheryl removes the cake from the box, puts it on the table.  

The cake says, "Congratulations DAD".  It has a picture of
what, one would assume to be an old person on it.   

Lance looks at the cake, then up at Dotson.  

DOTSON  (CONT'D)
Hey she called ME.  I wasn't 'gonna
say NO.  

CHERYL 
What's wrong with it?    

JOSEPH 
Can we go ahead and cut the cake or
whatever we're doing?  I prefer to
watch the live broadcast of Suze
Orman.  HULU just isn't the same.  
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Lance pulls Cheryl to the side.  

LANCE 
(mumbles)

I didn't get it.  

CHERYL 
(shouts)

You didn't get it? 

JAMES 
Amateur.  Should have waited 'til
tomorrow to tell her.  You got three
kids.  The good stuff is reserved
for special occasions.  She was bound
to pop a bottle tonight.  

DOTSON 
That's a damn shame.   

CHERYL
What do you mean you didn't get it? 
How could you have possibly not gotten
it?  

LANCE
Why don't you ask your buddy Dotson
over there.  Since you guys have
obviously been keepin' in touch.     

Everyone looks at Dotson. 

DOTSON
Whoa.  I don't like where this is
going.  Started to sound like I did
something wrong. 

LANCE 
He got the promotion.  He's the new
lead orderly.  

James hi-fives Dotson, "explodes".  Dotson shakes his head. 

DOTSON 
(re: James)

Please. No explosions.  

CUT TO:

INT. STRONG HOME - KITCHEN - NIGHT

The nightly routine--  

Lance rinses, racks the last of the dinner dishes.  Cheryl
wipes down the counter.  
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The fridge's hum, pierces the deafening silence in the room.     

Lance dries his hands, grabs a beer, sits.  He watches Cheryl
from the back, still cleaning.  She does look good.  

LANCE
Granny Smith.  

CHERYL 
What?

LANCE 
Your ass is shaped like a Granny
Smith apple.  

CHERYL
(turns around)

I seriously hope that doesn't mean
you're thinking about biting my ass. 
You got another year before father's
day comes back around.      

Lance laughs, sips his beer.    

Cheryl folds the rag, sits it on the sink.  She walks over
and straddles him.  Not at all what he expected.  He nearly
chokes on his beer. 

CHERYL (CONT'D)
(hits him)

Are you trying to say that I'm fat.  

LANCE
No, just your ass.  And I'm not
complaining.  

Cheryl squeezes his neck, searches his eyes. 

CHERYL
What do you think about when you're
out in that driveway? 

LANCE 
(looks at his shoes)

Wishing I'd worn tennis shoes to
work.  

CHERYL 
I knew you thought about running
away.  

LANCE
No, so I can run to you.  

BEAT
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CHERYL
(earnest)

The kids don't know what "want" is. 
You go above and beyond to provide,
always have.  And you always do. 
Everyday would be father's day if
the world were filled with men like
you.  

Lance sips his beer, exhales. 

LANCE
So that offer to bite your ass is
back on the table?  

Cheryl stands, gives and impromptu shimmy.  Lance looks at
the door, back at her. 

LANCE  (CONT'D)
Keep it up and we're 'gonna need to
have that "talk" with the boys a
little sooner than we expected.  One
of them walk in here and see
something. 

CHERYL 
Something like what?  

Lance guzzles his beer, stands.  He pushes Cheryl against
the sink.  She turns around playfully.       

CHERYL (CONT'D)
Now what Billy Bad Ass?     

Lance can't believe this is happening.  Sex in the kitchen
while the boys are still awake. 

They haven't done this since, wait they've never done this. 
He goes for it and -- Jeremiah cries out in the distance.  

Lance is crushed.  There goes his quickie on the counter.  

CHERYL (CONT'D)
(teasing)

Tell you what.  Grab an applesauce
out of the fridge.  Make sure its a
really, really cold one.  

LANCE
And?

CHERYL
And meet me in the bedroom.      
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LANCE 
Are you serious?  You know the boys
are still up.    

Cheryl unzips her pants as she exits.  

Lance can't get to the fridge fast enough.  He grabs the
applesauce. 

LANCE  (CONT'D)
(to himself)

Spoon.  I need a spoon, spoon.  

He opens the drawer, smiles.  Retrieves a spatula, pops the
spatula in the air.  

LANCE  (CONT'D)
Oh yeah!

CHERYL (O.S.)
Make sure you bring the spoon. 

LANCE 
Oh I got your spoon!  

CHERYL  (O.S.)
Make sure its the right one.  You
know Jeremiah is picky.  

LANCE 
Jeremiah?  

CUT TO:

INT. STRONG HOME - NIGHT

Lance is doing his nightly security check.  He checks the
back door, then the front.  They are both locked.  

He checks the windows, locked as well.  Turns out the lights.  

JOSEPH'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Lance walks into Joseph's room.  He fell asleep while reading,
glasses still on and all.    

Lance removes his glasses, sits them on the night stand.  He
watches him sleep, leans in and kisses his forehead.  

LANCE
(whispers)

Be smarter and go further than I
ever dreamt.  I know it's in you.    

CUT TO:
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JOEL AND JEREMIAH'S ROOM - NIGHT

Jeremiah's crib is empty as always.  Joel is lying in bed
trying his best to pretend he's asleep.

Lance tiptoes in, clears the bed of several toys.  He kisses
Joel on the forehead.  

LANCE
(whispers)

Don't limit yourself son.  You can
be and do whatever you want.  

Lance turns to walk away.  

JOEL
Dad.  

LANCE 
I thought you were sleep.   

JOEL 
I was faking.  Knew you were coming.     

LANCE
You got me.  Now, you need to get
some rest.  Love you...   

JOEL 
Love you too.  

Joel reaches under his pillow, pulls out his report card. 

LANCE 
(re: seeing card)

I should have known there was a catch.  

Lance examines the card.  Looks at Joel.  

LANCE  (CONT'D)
I'm going to ask you a question and
I want you to answer truthfully. 
There is no wrong answer.  You
understand?   

Joel nods.

LANCE  (CONT'D)
Did you do your best?  

Joel thinks, words his response in his mind.  

JOEL
No.  I can do better.
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LANCE 
How much better?

JOEL 
A lot better. 

LANCE 
And that's what I expect from you. 
A lot.

(kisses his head)
We'll talk tomorrow okay. 

JOEL 
Okay.  

Lance exits.  Walks into the bedroom--

BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

As promised Cheryl looks the part -- she couldn't be sexier. 
She has applesauce in her hair, a baby-spoon stuck to her
face.

Jeremiah has completely taken over Lance's side of the bed.  

He takes it all in, this IS his life.  

LANCE  (V.O.)
If someone would have told me that
I'd be married with three kids before
30.  That I'd be an orderly, and not
a doctor.  Had someone told me that
my life would have turned out the
EXACT opposite of what I'd
wanted...and that I'd still be happy. 
I would have told them to kill
themselves.  But it's moments like
these.  Times like this that I...

Jeremiah rips one in his sleep, smiles.  

LANCE  (CONT'D)
Realize life's not always peaches
and cream.  We can only hope it's
the most prevalent flavor in the
box.    

FADE OUT:

THE END
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